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CUTE MONSTERS BATTLE ARENA is a massively addictive turn based strategy RPG with intense action and difficult
puzzles.
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Love the cool anime style music tracks. Havenu2019t played much of the game yet. How do I get more gems? Just completed
Side Mission 26. Would like to unlock new u201cMastersu201d in this game. Wonder what they do in the game.. Cute Monsters
Battle Arena gives its players everything that they want from a Match 3-game. Upgradable units and Masters, a lot of missions,
solid graphics and music. However gameplay may become grindy after a while, not to mention being repetitive quickly..
Fakemon + candy crush saga on your PC!! The game is OK if you don't mind paying a few bucks for some match 3 action with
strategy. I see that some people hated the fact that the game ripping off Pokemon design. However as far as I could tell, none of
the monsters are original Pokemon. I gotta admit that the match 3 mechanism is pretty smooth despite being a mobile port.
Donu2019t mind playing it while attending a boring lecture. Good enough to waste some time.. Sadly this game was not as
expected. The current screenshots on show are not what the game looks like, and the art quality isn't consistent at all. The format
of the game looks decent in the steam store screenshots, however in game it is nothing alike and is poor in comparison. Some of
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the little characters are well drawn and kind of cute, however some look more like a kid in paint designed them. The avatars or
"trainers" are lazy designs, and the gameplay itself is instantly slow and just a rinse repeat with each level. Requested a refund
for the game.. Interesting mix of strategy and puzzle elements with Fakemon! While it doesn't really speak to me as a gamer, it's
still probably a well done game. If you're looking for a casual game to play on a fairly weak laptop, this one appears to be a good
choice. I enjoy listening to the music while playing. They are quite relaxing.. I like the concept knowing it gives me a Puzzles
and Dragons vibes cross with Pokemon-esque based creatures. However there are things that makes this game hard to enjoy.
One thing that bugged me first was that I couldn't change the screen resolution, which is a pretty minor issue that can be fixed.
There is no exit button or quit game button unless you're in a dungeon. That kind of sucks when you have players who have no
idea on how to escape and want to do something else, that can cause a wave of frustration. Now the major issue I have with this
game is the audio settings. I turned them down because they were too loud for me, but it didn't do anything. Music worked fine
but anything that contained a sound clip never muted and both of them were at zero percent. I love sound when applied to games
but not when they can give you constant headaches and can't be turned off properly.. Love the cool anime style music tracks.
Havent played much of the game yet. How do I get more gems? Just completed Side Mission 26. Would like to unlock new
Masters in this game. Wonder what they do in the game.. Sadly this game was not as expected. The current screenshots on show
are not what the game looks like, and the art quality isn't consistent at all. The format of the game looks decent in the steam
store screenshots, however in game it is nothing alike and is poor in comparison. Some of the little characters are well drawn
and kind of cute, however some look more like a kid in paint designed them. The avatars or "trainers" are lazy designs, and the
gameplay itself is instantly slow and just a rinse repeat with each level. Requested a refund for the game.. 6/10 Fun & addicting.
Easy to pick up, but tough to get the full understanding of the strategy. Pros Fun & simple game Adorable artwork Smooth
match 3 gameplay RPG elements are good, but the storyline is too simple. Cons I don't feel like it is super grindy yet, still
having fun, but hard to tell if I will feel like it is grindy after I figure out how to earn more gems and coins. No guild to join? No
PvP? If you enjoy match-3 games especially those like Puzzle Quest with its RPG elements you'll love this.
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